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Abstract
Let X → A(X ) denote the algebraic K-theory of spaces functor. In the =rst paper of this
series, we showed A(X × S1) decomposes into a product of a copy of A(X ), a delooped copy
of A(X ) and two homeomorphic nil terms. The primary goal of this paper is to determine how
the “canonical involution” acts on this splitting. A consequence of the main result is that the
involution acts so as to transpose the nil terms. From a technical point of view, however, our
purpose will be to give another description of the involution on A(X ) which arises as a (suitably
modi=ed) S.-construction. The main result is proved using this alternative discription. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 19D10; secondary 19D35
0. Introduction
The algebraic K-theory of spaces functor X → A(X ), de=ned by the fourth author,
relates the stable concordance space C(X ) to the higher algebraic K-theory of the
integral group ring Z[1(X )] (see [5–7]).
In [1], we established a splitting of based spaces
Afd(X × S1)  Afd(X )×BAfd(X )× N−Afd(X )× N+Afd(X );
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where Afd(X ) is a version of A(X ) which incorporates =nitely dominated spaces. 1
In this splitting, BAfd(X ) denotes certain non-connective delooping of Afd(X ), and
the nil-terms N−Afd(X ) and N+Afd(X ) are canonically isomorphic. This decomposition
should be viewed as the algebraic K-theory of spaces analogue of the “fundamental
theorem” for the algebraic K-theory of rings.
In [4], it was shown how to modify A(X ) so as to equip it with an involution. This
involution corresponds under linearization to the involution on the K-theory space of the
group ring Z[1(X )] which is induced by mapping a matrix with Z[1(X )]-coeIcients
to its conjugate transpose (the conjugate is de=ned using the anti-automorphism of
1(X ) which maps an element to its inverse).
One interest in the involution on A(X ) is in its relation to the involution on the
stable concordance space C(X ) (cf. [4, Section 2]). The eigenspaces of the latter
provide homotopy theoretic information about automorphism groups of manifolds (see
e.g. [2,8]).
The main result of this paper is to identify how the involution on Afd(X × S1) acts
with respect to the decomposition provided by the “fundamental theorem”:
Theorem (Equivariant “Fundamental Theorem”). With respect to the above splitting
of Afd(X × S1); the involution acts as a product of the involution on Afd(X ); the
delooped involution on BAfd(X ) and an involution on N−Afd(X ) × N+Afd(X ) which
transposes factors.
(For the precise statement, see Theorem 10:3:2 below.)
From a technical point of view, however, our purpose will be to give another descrip-
tion of the involution on Afd(X ) which arises as a (suitably modi=ed) S.-construction.
The main result is proved using this alternative description. It should also perhaps be
mentioned here that Weiss and Williams [9] give yet another construction of a space
with involution having the underlying unequivariant homotopy type of Afd(X ).
We now brieKy outline the contents of this paper. Section 1 is preliminary; among
other things it sets up equivariant duality. In Section 2 we extend the notion of duality
to =ltered objects. In Section 3 we de=ne categories of =ltered equivariant spaces which
are equipped with duality data. These categories are equipped with a ‘stabilization’
functor, which is given by suspension, and a ‘left forgetful’ functor which forgets the
duality data. Stabilizing our model to in=nity, we show that the approximation de=ned
by the left forgetful functor tends to a homotopy equivalence on realizations. In Section
4, by varying the lengths of our =ltrations and including suitable quotient data, we
assemble the categories de=ned in Section 3 into a simplicial category. We then use
the realization theorem applied to the left forgetful functor to compare our simplicial
category with the S.-construction. In Section 5 we de=ne ‘dualization functors’. These
are in turn used in Section 6 to de=ne the canonical involution on the algebraic K-theory
1 The higher homotopy groups of these spaces coincide. The essential diNerence between them is that the
group of path components of the former is isomorphic to the projective class group K0(Z[1(X )]), whereas
the group of path components of the latter is isomorphic to a cyclic group.
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of spaces. Also in Section 6, compare our involution with the involution of [4]. In
Section 7 we extend the theory to the projective line category of [1]. In Section 8 we
construct an equivariant version of the ‘canonical diagram’ of [1, 4.13]. The material
contained Section 9 is preparation for the proof of main result. The proof of the main
result is the content of Section 10.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Equivariant spaces. The term space in this paper refers to a topological space
which has the compactly generated topology. Products are to be taken in the compactly
generated sense, and function spaces are to be given the compact-open topology.
Let M . be a simplicial monoid, and let M = |M .| be the topological monoid which
arises by taking the geometric realization of its underlying simplicial set. If X and Y
are based, left M -spaces, we say that a based M -map X → Y is a weak equivalence if
(and only if) it is a weak homotopy equivalence of the underlying topological spaces.
A weak equivalence will often be indicated by the symbol ∼→.
Let T(M) denote the category whose objects are based M -spaces and whose mor-
phisms are based M -maps. The cell of dimension n is the (unbased) M -space Dn×M
with action de=ned by left translation. Similarly, one has the (unbased) equivariant
sphere Sn−1 ×M .
If Z is an object of T(M) and  : Sn−1×M → Z is an equivariant map, then attaching
Dn×M to Z along  de=nes an object Z∪ (Dn×M)∈T(M). If an object Y is obtained
from an object X up by a (possibly trans=nite) sequence of cell attachments, then we
say that the inclusion X → Y is a co=bration. More generally, we include in the class
of co=brations retracts of such inclusions. Observe that co=brations have the equivariant
homotopy extension property. A co=bration will often be speci=ed by the symbol .
An object Z ∈T(M) is said to be co=brant if the map ∗ → Z is a co=bration. We
let C(M) denote the full category of T(M) consisting of the co=brant objects.
An object Y ∈C(M) is =nite if it is isomorphic to a =nite M–CW complex which is
free away from the basepoint. It is homotopy =nite if there exists a weak equivalence
Y → Z , where Z is =nite. The full subcategory of C(M) whose objects are homotopy
=nite will be denoted Chf (M).
An object of C(M) is said to be =nitely dominated if it is a retract of a homotopy
=nite object. Let Cfd(M) denote the full subcategory of C(M) whose objects are =nitely
dominated.
Call a morphism in any of these subcategories a co=bration if it is one when con-
sidered in T(M). We shall let hC?(M) denote the subcategory of C?(M) consisting
of the weak equivalences, where ? denotes one of the decorations hf, fd. With these
conventions, C?(M) is a category with co=brations and weak equivalences.
1.2. The based equivariant sphere. Let S0M ∈C(M) be M with the addition of a base-
point. Identify the n-sphere Sn with the smash product of n-copies of S1. The based
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left M -space
SnM :=S
n ∧ S0M
is also a left M op-space, where M op denotes the opposite monoid of M . The induced
left (M × M op)-action is given in formulas as follows: if (g; hop)∈M × M op is an
element, then the action of this element on SnM is given by
(v; x) → (v; gxh) for v∈ Sn; x∈ S0M :
Another structure we shall require is the homeomorphism
SnM
→ SnM op
de=ned as follows: with respect to the natural coordinates on the smash product,  is
de=ned by
(x1; : : : ; xn; m) → (xn; : : : ; x1; mop) for (x1; : : : ; xn)∈ Sn; m∈ S0M : (1.2.1)
We remark that if M is the realization of a simplicial group, then there is a canonical
isomorphism
M ∼= M op
given by m → (m−1)op. With respect to the identi=cation provided by this isomorphism,
 : SnM → SnM is an involution (2 = id).
1.3. Denition of equivariant duality. Let Y ∈C(M) and Z ∈C(M op) be objects. Then
in a natural way, the smash product Y ∧Z has the structure of an object of C(M×M op).
By an m-pairing, we mean an (M ×M op)-map
Y ∧ Z u→ SmM :
Suspending k-times, u de=nes an (m+ k)-pairing
Y ∧ (kZ)= Sk ∧ (Y ∧ Z) idSk∧u−−→ Sk ∧ SmM = Sm+kM :
Hence, for each k¿ 0, we obtain a formal adjoint
kZ
adjk u−−→FM (Y; Sm+kM );
where FM (Y; Sm+kM ) is the function space of based M -maps from Y to S
m+k
M .
Observe that the action of M op on Sm+kM induces an action of M
op on the function
space, and adjk u is M
op-equivariant with respect to this choice.
1.3.1. Denition (Cf. Vogell [4; 1:10]). Suppose that Y ∈C(M) and Z ∈C(M op) are
=nitely dominated. We say that an m-pairing
Y ∧ Z u→ SmM
is a duality (more precisely, m-duality) provided that there exists a non-negative integer
 (possibly depending on m, Y and Z , but not on k), such that the map
kZ
adjk u−−→FM (Y; Sm+kK )
de=ned above is (2k − )-connected, for all k¿ 0 suIciently large.
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The following is implicit in [4]—we omit the details.
1.3.2. Lemma. (1) Duality pairings are compatible with suspension; i.e.; if Y∧Z → SmM
is a duality map; then so are the maps
(Y ) ∧ Z → Sm+1M and Y ∧ (Z)→ Sm+1M
given by suspending once and shu?ing the suspension coordinate.
(2) An m-pairing u :Y ∧ Z → SmM of =nitely dominated objects is a duality if and
only if the induced map
Q(Z)→ FM (Y; Q(SmM ))
is a weak homotopy equivalence; where Q(−)=∞∞ denotes ordinary stable
homotopy.
(3) The duality condition is symmetric in the following sense: If u :Y ∧ Z → SmM is
a duality, then so is
tu :Z ∧ Y →Y ∧ Z u→ SmM
∼= SmM op ;
where  is the map which permutes factors.
It was proved in [4] that a homotopy =nite object admits a homotopy =nite dual (in
the simplicial setting). The steps of the proof are as follows:
1. It is enough to show that a =nite object admits a homotopy =nite dual.
2. The map S0M ∧ S0M op → S0M given by (m; nop) → mn is a duality map (note that
S0M ∧ S0M op is just M ×M op with an additional basepoint).
3. Suspending, we have for each pair of non-negative integers k and ‘, duality maps
SkM ∧ S‘M op → Sk+‘M :
4. Every =nite object is given by attaching a =nite number of cells, starting with a
point. Induction plus the previous step enables one to construct duals inductively
via cell attachments.
In summary, we have
1.3.3. Lemma (Cf. Vogell [4, 1.13]). Let Y ∈C(M) be a homotopy =nite object.
Then there exists a non-negative integer m; an object Z ∈Chf (M op) and a duality
map
Y ∧ Z → SmM :
The next result is an extension of the previous one in that we show that a =nitely
dominated object of C(M) possesses a =nitely dominated dual.
1.3.4. Lemma. Let Y ∈Cfd(M) be an object. Then there exists an positive integer m;
an object Z ∈Cfd(M op) and a duality map
Y ∧ Z u→ SmM :
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Proof. If f :A → X is a morphism of Cfd(M) and u :A∧A∗ → SmM and v :X∧X ∗ → SmM
are duality maps, then f induces an umkehr map
f! :kX ∗ → kA∗
(for k suIciently large) which is unique up to homotopy. The morphism f! is obtained
by applying elementary obstruction theory and the de=nition of duality (De=nition
1.3.1) to solve the factorization problem
where f∗ is the map induced by f on function spaces.
If Y is =nitely dominated, then there exists a homotopy =nite object K , a co=bration
i :Y  K , and a morphism r :K → Y such that r ◦ i is the identity. Observe that the
composite i ◦ r :K → K is idempotent.
By Lemma 1.3.3 there exists a duality map v :K ∧L → SmM if m is suIciently large.
Then the umkehr map
(i ◦ r)! :kL → kL
is equivariantly homotopy idempotent (if k is large). Fix therefore a large integer k,
and let Z denote the homotopy colimit of the sequence
kL
(i◦r)!−−→kL (i◦r)
!
−−→· · · :
Then Z is =nitely dominated (since it is a homotopy retract of kL) and the duality
map v determines a duality u :Y ∧ Z → Sm+kM , which is canonically de=ned up to
equivariant homotopy.
2. Filtered duality
2.1. Filtered objects. A =ltered object of length n of Cfd(M) is de=ned to be a
sequence of co=brations
A:=A1  A2  · · · An
of Cfd(M). For 0¡i¡j6 n, there are associated quotients
Ai;j:=Aj=Ai;
which are well de=ned up to isomorphism (cf. [5, 1.1]; we will later include the
choice of quotients when de=ning K-theory). A0 will denote the zero object (= ∗). A
morphism A → A′ of =ltered objects length n is a compatible collection of morphisms
Ai → A′i for i6 n. A weak equivalence is a morphism → A′ such that Ai → A′i is a
weak equivalence for all i.
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2.2. Denition of ltered duality. We shall describe what it means to “dualize” a =l-
tered object. Suppose that we have another =ltered object
B:=B1  B1  · · · Bn;
this time of Cfd(M op).
2.2.1. Denition. A =ltered m-pairing for A and B is an (M ×M op)-equivariant map
u :An ∧ Bn → SmM
such that its restriction to Ai∧Bj is the trivial map to the basepoint whenever i+ j6 n
(for all 06 i; j6 n).
(Since there is a co=bration Bj  Bn−i, for i + j6 n, a map u :An ∧ Bn → SmM is a
=ltered m-pairing if and only if its restriction Ai ∧ Bn−i is trivial for all i.)
For a =ltered m-pairing u :An∧Bn → SmM , and integers i and j such that 06 i¡ j6 n,
there is an associated map
Ai;j ∧ Bn−j;n−i ui; j−→ SmM
which is de=ned by the recipe
• restrict u to Aj ∧ Bn−i,
• observe that u restricted further to
Aj ∧ Bn−j
⋃
Ai∧Bn−j
Ai ∧ Bn−i
is trivial,
• take the induced map on the quotient
Ai;j ∧ Bn−j;n−i =(Aj ∧ Bn−i)
/Aj ∧ Bn−j ⋃
Ai∧Bn−j
Ai ∧ Bn−i

 :
2.2.2. Denition. A =ltered m-pairing u :An ∧ Bn → SmM for A and B is said to be a
=ltered duality (more precisely =ltered m-duality) provided that the induced maps
ui; j :Ai;j ∧ Bn−j;n−i → SmM
are duality maps, for all 06 i¡ j6 n.
2.2.3. Remark. (i) To check that a =ltered m-pairing u :An∧Bn → SmM is also a =ltered
duality, it is enough to check that duality holds on adjacent indices, i.e., the maps
ui; i+1 :Ai; i+1 ∧ Bn−i−1; n−i → SmM
are duality maps for 06 i6 n − 1. This assertion follows from an induction in j
using the co=bration sequences Ai;j  Ai;j+1 → Aj;j+1 and Bn−j−1; n−j  Bn−j−1; n−i →
Bn−j;n−i.
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(ii) The condition for u to be a =ltered duality can be rephrased in yet another way.
Set B(i):=Bn−i; n, and write
ui :Ai ∧ B(i) → SmM
for the map u0; i. Then u is a =ltered duality if (and only if) ui is a duality for
06 i6 n. This follows by induction using the co=bration sequences Ai  Aj → Ai;j
and Bn−j;n−i  B( j) → B(i).
We now have the =ltered analogue of Lemma 1.3.4.
2.2.4. Proposition. Let A=(A1  · · ·  An) be a =ltered object of Cfd(M). If m is
suCciently large; then there exists a =ltered object B=(B1  · · · Bn) of Cfd(M op)
and also a =ltered duality map u :An ∧ Bn→ SmM .
Proof. One proves this by induction on n. When n=1 this is just Lemma 1.3.4. To
avoid notational clutter, we will give the argument in the case n=2 and omit the
general case (which is similar).
Consider the =ltered object A1  A2. Applying Lemma 1.3.4 to A1, we obtain an
equivariant duality map A1∧C → SmM for some choice of C ∈Cfd(M) and m suIciently
large. Applying Lemma 1.3.4 again, this time to A2, we can =nd an equivariant duality
map A2 ∧ Z → SmM .
Let i :A1  A2 denote the inclusion map. Then there is an umkehr map
jZ i
!
→jC
provided that j is suIciently large (cf. the proof of Lemma 1.3.4). Let U denote the
mapping cylinder of i!. Then there is a factorization of i! as
jZ  U ∼→jC:
Let B1 denote the quotient U=jZ , and let B2 denote the map given by taking the
mapping cone of the quotient map U → B1. Then we have a co=bration B1  B2.
Observe that B2 is weak equivalent to j+1Z and that B2=B1 is weak equivalent to
j+1C.
By construction of B1 and B2, the duality maps A1 ∧ C → SmM and A2 ∧ Z → SmM
induce duality maps A1∧ (B2=B1)→ Sm+j+1M and A2∧B2 → Sm+j+1M , in such a way that
the diagram of adjunctions
A1 −−→ FM (B2=B1; Sm+j+1M ) 
A2 −−→ FM (B2; Sm+j+1M )
is equivariantly homotopy commutative. Since A1  A2 is a co=bration, we can use
the equivariant homotopy extension property to deform the map A2 → FM (B2; Sm+j+1M )
through morphisms of T(M) to a new map so that the diagram becomes strictly com-
mutative with respect to the new map. The adjoint of the new map is then a =ltered
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duality A2 ∧ B2 → Sm+j+1M (the triviality condition in De=nition 2.2.1 satis=ed since
in this case it amounts to checking that the restriction of the map A2 ∧ B2 → Sm+j+1M
to A1 ∧ B1 is the constant map to the basepoint; this holds because the restriction to
A1 ∧ B2 factors through A1 ∧ B2=B1).
3. The comparison theorem
3.1. Given integers m; n¿ 0, let
hDmSnCfd(M)
be the category in which an object is given by a triple
(A; B; u)
in which
• A is a =ltered object of length n of Cfd(M);
• B is a =ltered object of length n of Cfd(M op);
• u :An ∧ Bn → SmM is a =ltered m-duality.
A morphism (A; B; u) → (A′; B′; u′) is speci=ed by a weak equivalence (of =ltered
objects) f :A → A′ and a weak equivalence g :B′ → B such that the following diagram
commutes:
An ∧ B′n
f∧id−−→ A′n ∧ B′n
id∧g
  u′
An ∧ Bn −−→
u
SmM :
Notice that g is an umkehr map for f.
For non-negative integers k and ‘, the suspension functor
hDmSnCfd(M)
k;‘−→ hDk+m+‘SnCfd(M)
is de=ned by
(A; B; u) → (kA; ‘B; k;‘u);
where
• kA denotes the =ltered object which is given by k-fold suspension of the terms of
A and ‘B is de=ned similarly;
• the =ltered duality map k;‘u is the composite
(kAn) ∧ (‘Bn) ∼= Sk ∧ (An ∧ Bn) ∧ S‘ id ∧u∧id−−−−→Sk ∧ SmM ∧ S‘ ∼= Sk+m+‘M ;
where the =rst homeomorphism is given by permuting S‘ with Bn in the smash
product, and the last homeomorphism is given by concatenation.
3.2. Let hDSnCfd(M) be the category which is de=ned by taking the colimit with
respect to the suspension maps 1;1, i.e.,
hDSnCfd(M):= limm→∞
(1;1)
hDmSnCfd(M):
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Let hSnCfd(M) denote the category whose objects are =ltered objects of Cfd(M) of
length n and whose morphisms are weak equivalences of =ltered objects.
De=ne the left forgetful functor
hDmSnCfd(M)
+L→ hSnCfd(M)
by (A; B; u) → A. Then we have
+L ◦ 1;1 = ◦ +L;
where  on the right-hand side is induced by the suspension functor on the category
Cfd(M).
Taking the colimit with respect to the indexing sequence de=ned by suspension, we
have an induced map
|hDSnCfd(M)|+L→
∣∣∣∣ lim→() hSnCfd(M)
∣∣∣∣ :
The following is a variant of [4, 1.15].
3.2.1. Theorem (Comparison Theorem). The map
|hDSnCfd(M)|+L→
∣∣∣∣ lim→() hSnCfd(M)
∣∣∣∣
is a homotopy equivalence (of unequivariant spaces).
Proof. The goal is to use Theorem A of [3] to deduce the result. The strategy is to
show that suitable categories arising as the right =ber are contractible. Our method of
proof is similar to the proof of [5, 1.6.7].
Let A and B be categories, f :A → B a functor, and let b∈B be an object. Recall
that the right =ber over b is the category b \f whose objects are given by maps
x : b → f(a). A morphism
(b x→f(a))→ (b y→f(a′))
is speci=ed by a map s : a → a′ such that x followed by f(s) :f(a)→ f(a′) coincides
with y. To show that b \f is contractible after realization, it is suIcient to show that
every simplicial map X → N (b \f) is null homotopic, where Nb \f denotes the nerve
of the category b \f and where X ranges through non-singular simplicial sets (recall
that a non-singular simplicial set is a simplicial set such that for each non-degenerate
k-simplex the representing map /[k]→ X is an embedding).
To each simplicial set X ′, let simpX ′ denote its category of simplices. The ‘last
vertex’ map N simpX ′ → X ′ is always a weak homotopy equivalence, where N simpX ′
denotes the nerve of simpX ′. To each non-singular simplicial set X , let simpnd X denote
the partially ordered set of non-degenerate simplices. The inclusion map simpnd X →
simpX is an equivalence after realization (see e.g. [5, p. 359]).
Given a map X → N (b \f), there is an associated sequence of functors
simpnd X 	→ simpX → simpN (b \f) 	→ b \f
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and also a commutative diagram of simplicial sets
N simpX −−→ N simp(N (b \f))
	
  	
X −−→ N (b \f)
(cf. [5, p. 355]). Consequently, a map X → N (b \f) is null homotopic if the induced
map simpnd X → b \f is null homotopic. From this we see that to prove b \f is
contractible, is suIcient to prove that a diagram D in b \f possesses a ‘cone point’
when D ranges through all =nite partially ordered sets. By a cone point, we mean a
chain of natural transformations to a constant diagram.
To prove the theorem, it is suIcient to show that the right =ber Y \+L of the
functor +L : hDmSnCfd(M) → hSnCfd(M) becomes contractible when m tends to ∞.
By Proposition 2.2.4, Y \+L is non-empty if m is suIciently large. For the moment,
choose such an integer m.
Suppose that D is any =nite, partially ordered diagram in the right =ber. Then D is
represented by data of the kind {A; B; u}∈D together with compatible maps Y → A.
At the expense of varying D up to objectwise weak equivalence, and possibly increasing
the value of m, we will show how to =nd a cone point for D in three steps. In order to
avoid notational clutter, for the rest of the proof we will avoid specifying the duality
maps when referring to vertices of the diagram. Thus, a vertex of D is to be denoted
by (A; B).
Step 1: Replace D up to objectwise weak equivalence by the diagram whose vertices
are
(Y; B)
with associated =ltered duality map given by the composite
Yn ∧ Bn → An ∧ Bn → SmM :
The edges of the new diagram are evident. By abuse of notation, we denote the new
diagram by the same symbol D.
Step 2: For each index , we set
V:=hocolim
61
B1;
where the homotopy colimits are indexed by the sub-poset of objects ¿ . Then we
have a new diagram
D0:={(Y; V )}
such that D0 maps to D by objectwise weak equivalence.
Step 3: Set
B=colim

V :
By construction, the map from the homotopy colimit of the V to B is a weak equiv-
alence. Moreover, B has the structure of a =ltered object, and there is a map Bn →
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FM (Yn; SmM ) because there is a compatible family of maps V

n → FM (Yn; SmM ) (the
adjoints to the given duality pairings). We do not assert that the adjoint Bn∧Yn →; SmM
is a =ltered duality map. However, at the expense of increasing m, we can map B to
a =ltered dual for Y .
To see this, let Z denote any =ltered dual for Y . Note that Bn is a =nitely dominated
object (since it is weak equivalent to the homotopy colimit of a =nite diagram of
=nitely dominated objects). Consider the lifting problem
At the expense of suspending Bn and Zn (and increasing m) a suitable number of times,
the bottom map can be made highly connected in such a way that its connectivity
exceeds the dimension of some =nite domination of Bn (suspended that many times).
Let us assume that this has been achieved.
By obstruction theory, we can =ll in the dotted arrow up to homotopy. Moreover,
the dotted arrow can be taken as a morphism B → Z (we omit the proof; it is a
straightforward, albeit tedious induction akin to the one appearing in Proposition 2.2.4).
Also, at the expense of replacing Z by a suitable mapping cylinder, we can assume
that the above diagram is strictly commutative. Assume that all of this has been done.
Then the foregoing manipulations yield a compatible family of morphisms
(Y; B)→ (Y; Z):
Consequently (Y; Z) is a cone point for D.
Thus as m tends to ∞ the right =ber becomes contractible, as claimed. Applying [3,
Theorem A] then completes the proof.
4. The DS.-construction
4.1. We now let the n vary and show how to modify hDSnCfd(M) so that it
becomes a category in degree n of a simplicial category. This is done by includ-
ing choices of quotients for the =ltered object data. Let us =rst recall the de=nition of
the S.-construction.
4.1.1. Denition. For a category with co=brations and weak equivalences in the sense
of [5], we let hSnC be the category in which an object consists of
• A =ltered object of C of length n
A1  A2  · · · An
and
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• for each 0¡i¡j6 n, a speci=ed choice of quotient object
Ai;j:=Aj=Ai:
A morphism A → B of hSnC is de=ned to be a compatible collection of weak equiv-
alences Ai → Bi for i6 n.
If A is a =ltered object of length n, de=ne di(A)∈ hSn−1C to be the object which
for i¿ 0 is given by deleting Ai from the sequence which de=nes A. If i=0, then
d0(A) is de=ned to be
A2=A1  A3=A1  · · · An=A1:
Let si(A)∈ hSn+1C be the object given by inserting Ai into the sequence which
de=nes A at stage i if i¿ 0; if i=0, we let s0(A) be the object
∗ A1  A2  · · · An:
The above equips the disjoint union of the hSnC with the structure of a simplicial
category (cf. [5, 1:3]). Its realization |hS.C| is the S.-construction of C. The loop
space |hS.C| is the K-theory of C ([5, p. 330]).
4.2. Let
hDmS.Cfd(M)
denote the simplicial category which in simplicial degree n is the category consisting
of triples
(A; B; u);
where
• A is a =ltered object of length n of Cfd(M) together with a speci=ed choice of
quotient object Ai;j =Aj=Ai for 0¡i¡j6 n;
• B is a =ltered object of length n of Cfd(M op) together with a speci=ed choice of
quotient object Bi;j =Bj=Bi for 0¡i¡j6 n;
• u :An ∧ Bn → SmM is a =ltered m-duality.
Thus in simplicial degree n what is described above amounts to the category denoted
by hDmSnCfd(M) in previous sections, except that now we are including the choices
of quotient objects.
Henceforth, hDmSnCfd(M) stands for the category which includes the choice of
quotient data.
The simplicial category structure is more-or-less determined by demanding that the
forgetful map
hDmSnCfd(M)→ hSnCfd(M)× hSnCfd(M op)op
(A; B; u) → (A; B)
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be simplicial in the A-variable and anti-simplicial in the B-variable (for the de=nition
of anti-simplicial maps, see 5:2 below).
Explicitly, de=ne the jth degeneracy functor
sj : hDmSnCfd(M)→ hDmSn+1Cfd(M)
by sj(A; B; u)= (sj(A); sn−j(B); u) for all j (where sj(A) and sn−j(B) are de=ned as
above, and u :An ∧Bn → SnM is now considered to be a =ltered duality map for =ltered
objects of length n+ 1).
De=ne the jth face functor
dj : hDmSnCfd(M)→ hDmSn−1Cfd(M)
by dj(A; B; u):=(dj(A); dn−j(B); dj(u)), where the description of dj(u) will require a
case distinction: =0; n; 0 or n.
• if j =0; n, then dj(u):=u;
• d0(u) is the =ltered duality map u1; n :A1; n∧B0; n−1 → SmM induced by u :An∧Bn → SmM
(where Bn−1:=B0; n−1);
• dn(u) is the =ltered duality map u0; n−1 :A0; n−1 ∧ B1; n → SmM induced by u.
We omit the veri=cation of the simplicial identities. In summary, we have
4.2.1. Lemma. With the face and degeneracy functors described above; hDmS.Cfd(M)
is a simplicial category.
4.3. The suspension functors k;‘ extend in this context to simplicial functors
hDmS.Cfd(M)→ hDk+m+‘S.Cfd(M):
Taking the colimit of the indexing sequence de=ned by 1;1, we obtain a simplicial
category
hDS.Cfd(M):
4.3.1. Theorem. The left forgetful functor +L de=nes a homotopy equivalence of
unequivariant spaces
|hDS.Cfd(M)|	→
∣∣∣∣ lim→() hS.Cfd(M)
∣∣∣∣  |hS.Cfd(M)|:
Proof. In each simplicial degree n, we have by Theorem 3.2.1 a homotopy equivalence
of unequivariant spaces
|hDSnCfd(M)|	→
∣∣∣∣ lim→() hSnCfd(M)
∣∣∣∣
induced by +L (the extra choice of quotient data does not change the homotopy
type of the realization of the categories in question). The theorem now follows by
the realization lemma (the second homotopy equivalence results from the observation
that suspension induces a homotopy equivalence on S.-constructions by Waldhausen
[5, 1:6:2]).
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5. Dualization
5.1. De=ne a contravariant functor
hDmSnCfd(M)
TMn−→hDmSnCfd(M op)
by
(A; B; u) → (B; A; tu)
where we recall that tu :Bn ∧ An → SmM op means the =ltered duality map given by the
composite
Bn ∧ An →An ∧ Bn u→ SmM → SmM op ;
in which  is the map which switches factors and  is the homeomorphism de=ned in
(1.2.1). Call TMn the dualization functor.
The composite TM
op
n ◦ TMn is given by
(A; B; u) → (B; A; tu) → (A; B;t (tu))= (A; B; u)
and is therefore the identity. Hence,
5.1.1. Lemma. The contravariant functor TMn is invertible with inverse T
M op
n . Further-
more; TMn is compatible with suspension in the sense that
k;‘ ◦ TMn =TMn ◦ ‘;k :
(In particular; TMn commutes with 
1;1:)
As n is allowed to vary, the TMn assemble to de=ne an anti-simplicial, contravariant
functor
hDmS.Cfd(M)
T .M−→hDmS.Cfd(M op);
where the term anti-simplicial means that
TMn−1(di(c))=dn−i(T
M
n (c)) and T
M
n+1(si(c))= sn−i(T
M
n (c))
for all objects c∈ hDmSnCfd(M).
By Lemma 5.1.1, we have that T .M commutes with the suspension functor 1;1, and
therefore induces an anti-simplicial, contravariant functor on colimits
hDS.Cfd(M)
T .M−→hDS.Cfd(M op):
5.2. Before proceeding any further, we need to explain how anti-simplicial maps give
rise to maps of spaces on realization.
The topological standard simplex /n has vertices given by the ordered set {0¡ 1
¡ · · ·¡n}, and therefore comes equipped with a homeomorphism +n :/n
∼=→/n which
is induced by linearly extending i → n− i.
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If f :X .→ Y . is an anti-simplicial map of simplicial sets (i.e., f(si(x))= sn−i(f(x))
and f(di(x))=dn−i(f(x)) for x∈Xn), then f induces a map of realizations |X .| →
|Y .| which is obtained by gluing together the set maps Xn × /n → Yn × /n de=ned by
(x; t) → (f(x); +n(t)).
In particular, if C → D is a contravariant functor, then we obtain an anti-simplicial
map of nerves, and hence an induced map |C| → |D|.
Let f :C. → D. be an anti-simplicial (covariant) functor of simplicial categories.
The nerve N .C. is a bi-simplicial set. The realization of C. is constructed from the
spaces
NnCk × /n × /k
modulo the gluing relations. Then f induces a map of spaces
|C.| → |D.|
via the map NnCk × /n × /k → NnDk × /n × /k given by (x; s; t) → (f(x); +n(s); t).
We can also combine these constructions: If f :C.→ D. is an anti-simplicial, con-
travariant functor, then f induces a map |C.| → |D.|. In this case the map is induced
by (x; s; t) → (f(x); +n(s); +k(t)).
5.3. Applying the proceeding paragraph to the (anti-simplicial, contravariant) dualiza-
tion functor T .M , we obtain a map of based spaces
|hDS.Cfd(M)|T
M
→|hDS.Cfd(M op)|;
which we term the dualization map. We now list the properties of TM , which are an
immediate consequence of the de=nitions and Lemma 5.1.1.
5.3.1. Lemma. The dualization map TM is a homeomorphism whose inverse is TM
op
.
If M is the realization of a simplicial group; then TM =TM
op
with respect to the
identi=cation M ∼= M op. Hence; TM is an involution in this case (i.e.; TM ◦ TM = id).
6. The canonical involution
6.1. Actions on loop coordinates. If Y is a based Z=2-space, then its loop space can
be equipped with two diNerent Z=2-actions:
• Let S∼
1 denote the circle with based action given by reKection. De=ne
∼Y :=Map∗(S∼
1; Y );
where the mapping space is given the Z=2 action de=ned by conjugation of functions:
( ∗ f)(x)= f(x).
• The action given by letting Z=2 act trivially on the loop coordinate: ( ∗ f)(x)=
f(x). We denote this Z=2-space by Y .
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6.2. Denition of the canonical involution. We now de=ne a Z=2-equivariant model for
the functor X → Afd(X ). Let X be a connected based space. Let G. denote the Kan
loop group of the simplicial total singular complex of X . Setting G:=|G.|, we have
that the classifying space BG is weak homotopy equivalent to X .
Using the involution on |hDS.Cfd(G)| de=ned by the dualization map TG, we now
have the de=nition of the ‘canonical involution’:
6.2.1. Denition. Let DAfd(X ) denote the based Z=2-space
∼|hDS.Cfd(G)|:
6.2.2. Corollary. There is a homotopy equivalence of based (unequivariant) spaces
DAfd(X )	→Afd(X ):
Proof. A model for Afd(X ) is given by |hS.Cfd(G)| (cf. [1, 1:8(3)]). The result is
therefore a consequence of Theorem 4.3.1.
6.3. Comparison with the involution of [4]. We now discuss without details how the
Z=2-space DAfd(X ) de=ned above relates to one of the descriptions of the ‘canonical
involution’ on A(X ) which was given in [4].
Consider the category hDCn(M) whose objects are triples (Y; Z; u) such that
• Y is weak equivalent to a k-fold wedge of SnM , for some (unspeci=ed) non-negative
integer k.
• Z is weak equivalent to a k-fold wedge of SnM op , and
• u :Y ∧ Z → S2nM is a duality map.
One de=nes a morphism so that hDCn(M) ⊂ hD2nS1Cfd(M) is a full subcategory.
When M is the realization of a simplicial group, the involution on hDCn(M) is
de=ned by (A; B; u) → (B; A; tu). The suspension functor
hDCn(M) 
1;1
−→hDCn+1(M)
given by (A; B; u) → (A; B; 1;1u) is therefore equivariant.
There is also a based equivariant map
|hDCn(M)| → ∼|hD2nS.Cfd(M)|;
which is induced by inclusion of the ‘1-skeleton’ (cf. [5, p. 329]). The latter is compat-
ible with suspension 1;1, and therefore de=nes upon passage to limits an equivariant
map
lim
n
|hDCn(M)| → ∼|hDS.Cfd(M)|:
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The source of this last map has the structure of a topological monoid whose multipli-
cation is induced by the categorical sum operation. The involution of [4] was de=ned
by taking the induced involution on the group completion
lim
n
B|hDCn(M)|:
It is known that A(X ) (with M = realization of the Kan loop group of the total singular
complex of X ) is homotopy equivalent to the latter by means of the left forgetful
functor (cf. [4, 1:16]). In particular, on homotopy groups in positive degrees, our
involution agrees with the one of [4].
7. Duality on the projective line
The aim of this section is to do for the projective line category Pfd(G) of [1] what
was done above for the category Cfd(M).
We begin by recalling the de=nition of the projective line. We next de=ne duality
for objects of the projective line, and following that, we consider the case of =ltered
objects. We conclude the section with the analogue of Theorem 4.3.1.
7.1. The projective line revisited. Let N− denote the monoid of negative natural num-
bers (including 0) with generator t−1, and let N+ denote the monoid of positive natural
numbers with generator t. In the sequel, we will be using the identi=cation
N+ ∼= Nop− ;
which is induced by t → (t−1)op.
Let G be the realization of a simplicial group G.. If M . denotes the simplicial monoid
G.×N− and M = |M .|, then M =G ×N−, and M op =G ×N+.
If U ∈Cfd(G×N+) is an object, we may associate to it its telescope U (t−1)∈Cfd(G×
Z), given by taking the categorical colimit of the Z-indexed sequence
· · · t→U t→U t→· · · ;
where t :U → U denotes the translation by t map. Observe that the inclusion U ⊂
U (t−1) is (G × N+)-equivariant. If t acts by homeomorphism, then the inclusion is
also an isomorphism.
Similarly, an object V ∈Cfd(G ×N−) has a telescope V (t)∈Cfd(G × Z) given by
taking the colimit of the sequence
· · · t
−1
−→V t
−1
−→V t
−1
−→· · · :
Let Pfd(G) be the category whose objects are diagrams
Y− → Y ← Y+
in which Y− ∈Cfd(G×N−), ∈Cfd(G×Z) and Y+ ∈Cfd(G×N+), and where the maps
Y− → Y and Y+ → Y are required to be based and equivariant (where we restrict the
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action of G×Z to its submonoids G×N±). Moreover, the induced maps of telescopes
Y−(t)→ Y (t) ∼= Y and Y+(t−1)→ Y (t−1) ∼= Y
are required to be both co=brations and weak equivalences of Cfd(G × Z).
We allow ourselves the liberty of specifying the object as the diagram Y− → Y ← Y+,
as the triple (Y−; Y; Y+), or as the corresponding lower case letter y. The terms Y±
and Y are called the components of the object.
A morphism (Y−; Y; Y+)→ (Z+; Z; Z+) of Pfd(G) consists of morphisms Y− → Z−,
Y → Z and Y+ → Z+ in such a way that the evident diagram is commutative.
A co=bration is de=ned to be a morphism consisting of a triple of co=brations with
the additional property that the induced maps
Y ∪Y−(t) Z−(t)→ Z and Y ∪Y−(t−1) Z+(t−1)→ Z
are co=brations. A weak equivalence is de=ned to be a morphism such that each
of its components is a weak homotopy equivalence of underlying spaces. The above
conventions equip Pfd(G) with the structure of a category with co=brations and weak
equivalences.
7.2. Denition of duality in the projective line. Consider a pair of objects y=(Y−; Y; Y+)
and z=(Z−; Z; Z+) of Pfd(G) equipped with a triple u=(u−; uZ; u+), the latter con-
sisting of
• an m-pairing u− :Y− ∧ Z+ → SmG×N− ,
• an m-pairing uZ :Y ∧ Z → SmG×Z, and
• an m-pairing u+ :Y+ ∧ Z− → SmG×N+ .
These data are required to be compatible in the sense that the diagrams
Y− ∧ Z+ ⊂−−→ Y ∧ Z
u−
  u
SmG×N−
⊂−−→ SmG×Z
and
Y+ ∧ Z− ⊂−−→ Y ∧ Z
u+
  u
SmG×N+
⊂−−→ SmG×Z
are required to commute. We specify these data as a triple (y; z; u).
7.2.1. Denition. Given such a triple (y; z; u), one says that u is a duality map (more
precisely, m-duality map) for y and z if each of the pairings u−, uZ and u+ is a
duality map.
The following is obtained by applying Lemma 1.3.4 to each of the components of
y. We omit the details.
7.2.2. Lemma. If y is an object of Pfd(G); then there exists an object z and an
m-duality map u=(u−; uZ; u+) for y and z; provided that m is suCciently large.
The next step is to consider =ltered duality in the context of the projective line.
Let y and z denote =ltered objects of Pfd(G) of length n. By a =ltered duality (more
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precisely, =ltered m-duality) for y and z, we mean a compatible pairing u=(u−; uZ; u+)
in which
• u− : (Y−)n ∧ (Z+)n → SmG×N− is a =ltered duality for Y− and Z+,
• uZ :Yn ∧ Zn → SmG×Z is a =ltered duality for Y and Z , and
• u+ : (Y+)n ∧ (Z−)n → SmG×N+ is a =ltered duality for Y+ and Z−.
The following is obtained by applying Proposition 2.2.4 to the components of a =ltered
object y of the projective line (we again omit the details).
7.2.3. Lemma. Let m be large. Given a =ltered object y of length n of Pfd(G); there
exists another =ltered object z of length n together with a =ltered m-duality u for y
and z.
7.2.4. Denition. For integers m; n¿ 0, let hDmSnPfd(G) denote the category whose
objects are speci=ed by triples
(y; z; u);
where y and z are objects of hSnPfd(G) and u=(u−; uZ; u+) denotes a =ltered m-duality
for y and z.
A morphism
(y; z; u)→ (y′; z′; u′)
is given by morphisms y → y′ and z′ → z of hS.Pfd(G) which are compatible
with the duality data in the sense that they give rise to a morphism (Y−; Z+; u−) →
(Y ′−; Z
′
+; u
′
−) (of hDmS.Cfd(G × N−)), a morphism (Y; Z; uZ) → (Y ′; Z ′; u′Z) and a
morphism (Y+; Z−; u+)→ (Y ′+; Z ′−; u′+).
As n varies, we obtain a simplicial category
hDmS.Pfd(G)
by de=ning the face and degeneracy functors as follows: if (y; z; u) denotes an object
in hDmSnPfd(G), then si(y; z; u)= (si(y); sn−i(z); u). Similarly, di(y; z; u) is given by
(di(y); dn−i(z); dj(u)) where if u=(u−; uZ; u+), then dj(u) denotes (dj(u−); dj(uZ);
dj(u+)), where dj(u−), etc., is de=ned above in 4.2.
7.3. Dualization. As in Section 5, there is a (anti-simplicial, contravariant) dualization
functor
hDmS.Pfd(G)
T .G−→hDmS.Pfd(G);
which is given by the operation
(y; z; u) → (z; y; tu);
where tu:=(tu+; tuZ; tu−).
Taking realization (using the discussion of 5.2), we obtain an involution TG on
|hDmS.Pfd(G)|.
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7.4. Stabilization. As in 3.1, we have a suspension functor
hDmS.Pfd(G)
k;‘−→hDk+m+‘S.Pfd(G);
which is de=ned by (y; z; u) → (ky; ‘z; k+‘u). We also have a left forgetful functor
hDmS.Pfd(G)
+L→hS.Pfd(G)
de=ned by (y; z; u) → y. The latter is compatible with suspension. We therefore obtain
an induced functor on colimits
hDS.Pfd(G)
+L→ lim→() hS.Pfd(G); (7.4.1)
where the source hDS.Pfd(G) denotes the colimit of the hDmS.Pfd(G) taken with
respect to the indexing sequence de=ned by 1;1.
The following is the analogue of Theorem 4.3.1 for the projective line. Its proof
follows from Theorem 3.2.1. We omit the details.
7.4.2. Theorem. The functor (7:4:1) induces a homotopy equivalence (of unequivariant
spaces) on realizations.
Since the involution TG on |hDmS.Pfd(G)| is compatible the suspension map 1;1,
it induces an involution on |hDS.Pfd(G)|. The involution on the latter will also be
denoted by TG.
8. The canonical diagram
8.1. Let L denote one of the monoids N−, Z or N+. In [1], we de=ned a category
with co=brations and weak equivalences Dfd(G × L) which contains Pfd(G) as a full
subcategory. It was subsequently shown that a suitably de=ned forgetful functor
Dfd(G × L)→ Cfd(G × L)
induces a homotopy equivalence |hS.Dfd(G × L)|	→|hS.Cfd(G × L)|. The idea of in-
troducing this category was to obtain a commutative diagram of based spaces
|hS.Pfd(G)| −−→ |hS.Dfd(G ×N+)| 
|hS.Dfd(G ×N−)| −−→ |hS.Dfd(G × Z)|;
which after looping once becomes homotopy cartesian. The unlooped diagram fails to
be homotopy cartesian by a discrete set in the following sense: the universal map
|hS.Pfd(G)| → PG
is a homotopy equivalence onto the basepoint component of the group-like H -space
PG which is de=ned to be the homotopy pullback of the diagram given by deleting the
initial vertex from the above square. The group of path components of PG is isomorphic
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to the negative K-group K−1(Z[0(G)]), so translation by the H -space multiplication
gives rise to a homotopy equivalence
|hS.Pfd(G)| × K−1(Z[0(G)]) 	→PG:
We now brieKy recall the de=nition of Dfd(G × L). First, suppose that L=N−. An
object of Dfd(G × N−) is speci=ed by a triple (Y−; Y; Y+), as in Pfd(G), the only
diNerence now being that we do not require that the induced co=bration Y+(t−1) Y
to be a weak equivalence (although we still require the co=bration Y−(t)  Y to be
a weak equivalence). Morphisms and co=brations of Dfd(G ×N−) are de=ned in the
same way that we de=ned them for Pfd(G). A morphism (Y−; Y; Y+)→ (Z−; Z; Z+) is a
weak equivalence if (and only if) the map Y− → Z− is a weak homotopy equivalence.
We have the forgetful functor
Dfd(G ×N−)→ Cfd(G ×N−)
de=ned by (Y−; Y; Y+) → Y−.
The category Dfd(G×N+) is de=ned similarly, i.e., an object is speci=ed by a triple
(Y−; Y; Y+), where this time we only require the map Y+(t−1) → Y to be a weak
equivalence. The forgetful functor in this case is de=ned by (Y−; Y; Y+) → Y+.
Lastly, the category Dfd(G×Z) is de=ned so that its objects are speci=ed by diagrams
Y− → Y ← Y+ with no condition imposed on the induced maps Y−(t) → Y and
Y+(t−1)→ Y (except that they be co=brations). A map (Y−; Y; Y+)→ (Z−; Z; Z+) is a
weak equivalence if (and only if) Y → Z is a weak equivalence. The forgetful functor
is de=ned by (Y−; Y; Y+) → Y .
8.1.1. Lemma (Huttemann et al. [1, 4.10]). Let L be N−; Z or N+. Then the forget-
ful functor induces a homotopy equivalence of unequivariant spaces
|hS.Dfd(G × L)|	→|hS.Cfd(G × L)|:
8.2. We now de=ne a version of the simplicial category hS.Dfd(G × L) which incor-
porates duality data.
8.2.1. Denition. With L=N−;Z;N+, we let
hDmS.Dfd(G × L)
denote the simplicial category which is constructed in the same way as hDmS.Pfd(G),
with the exception that objects (y; z; u) are now de=ned so that y is an object of
hS.Dfd(G × L), and z is an object of hS.Dfd(G × Lop).
There is again a suspension functor
hDmS.Dfd(G × L) 
k;‘
−→hDk+m+‘S.Dfd(G × L);
so we may take the colimit with respect 1;1. Denote the resulting simplicial category
by hDS.Dfd(G × L). It is equipped with a contravariant, anti-simplicial dualization
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functor
hDS.Dfd(G × L)T .
G×L
−−→hDS.Dfd(G × Lop);
which is de=ned by the same formula was used to de=ne the dualization functor T .G
on hDS.Pfd(G). It therefore induces a dualization map
|hDS.Dfd(G × L)|T
G×L
→ |hDS.Dfd(G × Lop)|;
which is an involution if L=Z.
From the construction, we have
8.2.2. Lemma. The diagram of based spaces induced by the inclusions
|hDS.Pfd(G)| −−→ |hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)| 
|hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)| −−→ |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|
is commutative.
8.2.3. Remark. Let PG be the homotopy pullback of the diagram
|hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)| → |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| ← |hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)|:
Then the lemma shows that there is a preferred map
|hDS.Pfd(G)| → PG:
We can equip PG with an involution as follows: a point in PG consists of a triple
(a; b; 8) in which a∈ |hDS.Dfd(G × N−)|; b∈ |hDS.Dfd(G × N+)| and 8 : [0; 1] →
|hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| is a path from the image of a to the image of b. In terms of this
description the involution on PG is given by
(a; b; 8) → (T (b); T (a); 8∗);
where T in each case denotes the appropriate dualization map and 8∗ is the path given
by 8∗(t)=T8(1− t).
With respect to this involution, the preferred map |hDS.Pfd(G)| → PG is equivari-
ant.
We now compare hDS.Dfd(G × L) with hDS.Cfd(G × L).
8.2.4. Denition. A map f :A → B of based Z=2-spaces is said to be an equivariant
weak equivalence if its underlying map of unequivariant spaces is a weak homotopy
equivalence. More generally, based Z=2-spaces A and B are said to be equivariantly
weak equivalent if there exists a =nite chain of morphisms from A to B, such that each
such morphism is an equivariant weak equivalence. In this instance we write
A Z=2 B:
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8.2.5. Lemma. For L=N−;N+;Z; the forgetful functor induces an equivariant weak
equivalence of Z=2-spaces
|hDS.Dfd(G × L)|∼→|hDS.Cfd(G × L)|:
Moreover; the forgetful functor is compatible with the dualization map TG×L.
Proof. For the =rst part, we give the argument when L=N− and leave the remain-
ing cases to the reader. The forgetful functor in this case, call it +−, is induced by
(y; z; u) → (Y−; Z+; u+).
De=ne a functor
g : hDS.Cfd(G ×N−)→ hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)
by (Y−; Z+; u+) → (y; z; u), where
• y:=(Y−; Y−(t); ∗), and z=(∗; Z+(t−1); Z+), where Y− ⊂ Y−(t), and Z+ ⊂ Z+(t−1)
are given by the inclusions.
• The =ltered duality map u=(u−; uZ; u+) is de=ned so that u− is trivial and
uZ :Y−(t) ∧ Z+(t−1)→ SmG×Z
is the map which u+ induces on telescopes.
It follows that there is a chain of equivalences of exact functors from +−◦g and g◦+−
to the identity. Consequently, +− induces an equivariant weak equivalence.
The forgetful functor ++ : hDS.Dfd(G × N+) → hDS.Cfd(G × N+) is given by
(y; z; u) → (Y+; Z−; u+). By construction, we have
TG×N− ◦ +−=++ ◦ TG×N− :
Similarly, the forgetful map +Z is induced by (y; z; u) → (Y; Z; uZ) and is equivariant
with respect to TG×Z (i.e., +Z ◦ TG×Z=TG×Z ◦+Z). Hence, the forgetful functors are
compatible with the stabilization maps.
9. Augmentation
9.1. We shall continue to let L denote either N−, Z or N+. In [1, 7.1] we introduced
the augmentation functor  :Dfd(G × L)→ Cfd(G) given by
(Y−; Y; Y+) → Y=Z;
where Y=Z means the orbit space with respect to the action of Z.
This construction extends to a functor hDS.Dfd(G×L)→ hDS.Cfd(G), de=ned by
(y; z; u) → ((Y ); (Z); (u));
where
(u) : (Y ) ∧ (Z)→ SmG
is the =ltered duality map induced by u by means of taking orbits under the (Z×Z)-
action.
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We will denote this functor by L, for L=N−;Z;N+. Then we have
Lop ◦ T .G×L =T .G ◦ L;
where T .G; T .G×L are the dualization functors. Similar remarks apply to de=ne an
augmentation functor  : hDS.Pfd(G) → hDS.Cfd(G) which is compatible with the
dualization functors.
9.2. The splitting dened by augmentation. For L=N−;Z or N+, let
|hDS.Dfd(G × L)|
denote the homotopy =ber of L : |hDS.Dfd(G × L)| → |hDS.Cfd(G)|. Similarly, we
let
|hDS.Pfd(G)|
denote the homotopy =ber of the augmentation map  : |hDS.Pfd(G)| → |hDS.Cfd(G)|.
9.2.1. Lemma. There is an Z=2-equivariant weak equivalence
|hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| Z=2 |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| × |hDS.Dfd(G)|
Proof. There is an equivariant map
9 : |hDS.Dfd(G)| → |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|;
which is induced by the operation U → (U ×Z)=(∗×Z) (“extension of scalars”). This
map, followed by augmentation, is induced up to isomorphism by the forgetful functor
Dfd(G)→ Cfd(G). Consequently,  ◦ 9 is an (unequivariant) weak equivalence.
Let
i : |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| → |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|
denote the structure map of the homotopy =ber of the augmentation map. We would
like to use the map
⊕ : |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|×2 → |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|
induced by the categorical sum operation to add i and 9. The sum of these maps
is automatically a weak homotopy equivalence. However, the categorical sum is only
equivariant up to unique isomorphism.
To get around this diIculty, we introduce a new simplicial category with invo-
lution hDS.Dfd(G × Z)2 whose objects consist of triples (a; b; z) in which a and
b are objects of hDS.Dfd(G × Z) having the same simplicial degree and z is a
representative of the sum of a and b. De=ne an involution on this simplicial cat-
egory by T (a; b; z)= (T (a); T (b); T (z)). The forgetful functor hDS.Dfd(G × Z)2 →
hDS.Dfd(G ×Z)|×2 de=ned by (a; b; z) → (a; b) is a degreewise equivalence of cate-
gories; it is also involution preserving if we give the cartesian product the involution
de=ned by T (a; b)= (T (a); T (b)). We also have an involution preserving functor
⊕2 : hDS.Dfd(G × Z)2 → hDS.Dfd(G × Z)
given by (a; b; z) → z.
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Let Z denote the homotopy pullback of the diagram of Z=2-spaces
|hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| × |hDS.Dfd(G)|
↓ (i; 9)
|hDS.Dfd(G × Z)2| ∼→ |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| × |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|:
Then the map Z → |hDS.Dfd(G×Z)|×|hDS.Dfd(G)| is an equivariant weak equiv-
alence. We also have an equivariant weak equivalence de=ned by the composite
Z → |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)2|⊕2→|hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|:
Assembling the last two equivariant weak equivalences completes the proof.
10. Proof of the main theorem
10.1. The diagram of Lemma 8.2.2 is compatible with augmentation, and we therefore
obtain a commutative diagram of homotopy =bers
|hDS.Pfd(G)| −−→ |hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)| 
|hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)| −−→ |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|
(10.1.1)
such that the induced map
|hDS.Pfd(G)| → PG
is a weak homotopy equivalence onto the connected component of the basepoint, where
PG is given by taking the homotopy pullback of the diagram obtained by deleting the
initial vertex from the above square.
Moreover, the maps
PG → |hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)| and PG → |hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)|
are known to be null homotopic: this is a direct consequence of [1, Lemma 7:6].
10.2. Digression. Suppose that A; B and Z are connected, based spaces. Assume that
Z is equipped with a based involution T . Let i :A → Z and + :A → B be based maps
such that + is a homeomorphism. De=ne a map j :B → Z by
j(b):=T (i(+−1(b))):
De=ne an involution on A × B, also denoted T , by the rule T (a; b):=(+−1(b); +(a)).
Suppose that we are given a based Z=2-space and an equivariant map P → A × B.
Assume further that the diagram
P −−→ B  j
A −−→
i
Z:
is homotopy cartesian.
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10.2.1. Lemma. In addition to the assumptions above; suppose that the map P → A
is null homotopic (unequivariantly). Then there is an equivariant weak equivalence
∼Z Z=2 P × ∼(A× B):
Proof. There is a homotopy cartesian square of Z=2-spaces
P −−→ A× B 
Z −−→
/
Z × Z
where the bottom map is the diagonal and the upper map is the evident one. The
homotopy =ber of / is identi=ed with ∼Z . Consequently we have a homotopy =ber
sequence of Z=2-spaces
∼Z → P → A× B:
By hypothesis, the map P → A is null homotopic. This implies that the equivariant
map P → A×B is equivariantly null homotopic. A choice of equivariant null homotopy
together with the above homotopy =ber sequence (shifted once to the left) then gives
the desired splitting.
We will be applying Lemma 10.2.1 to the homotopy cartesian square
PG −−−−−−−−→ |hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)| 
|hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)| −−→ |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|:
The homeomorphism which switches the lower left hand and upper right hand vertices
is given by the dualization maps.
Consequently, if we apply Lemma 10.2.1, we obtain a splitting of Z=2-spaces.
(10:2:1)
∼|hDS.Dfd(G×Z)|
 Z=2 PG × ∼(|hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)|
×|hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)|):
Recall that the Z=2-space DAfd(X × S1) is equivariantly weak equivalent to
∼|hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|, where G denotes the realization of the Kan loop group of the
total singular complex of X .
Notation. As in the proof of [1, 7:9], we de=ne the nil-terms
DN−Afd(X ):=|hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)|
and
DN+Afd(X ):=|hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)|:
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Give the product
|hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)| × |hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)|;
the Z=2-action de=ned by (x; y) → (T (y); T (x)), where T denotes the dualization map.
Then
DN−Afd(X )×DN+Afd(X )=∼(|hDS.Dfd(G ×N−)|
 × |hDS.Dfd(G ×N+)|)
has the structure of a based Z=2-space.
10.2.3. Corollary. There is an equivariant weak equivalence of Z=2-spaces
DAfd(X × S1) Z=2 DAfd(X )×PG ×DN−Afd(X )×DN+Afd(X );
where; in particular; the involution on the right side acts so as to switch the nil-terms.
Proof. By Lemma 10.2.1, we have an equivariant weak equivalence
∼|hDS.Dfd(G × Z)|
 Z=2 PG ×DN−Afd(X )×DN+Afd(X ):
Take the cartesian product of this with DAfd(X ), and use the equivariant weak equiv-
alence of Lemma 9.2.1
|hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| Z=2 |hDS.Dfd(G × Z)| × |hDS.Dfd(G)|:
10.3. Using Corollary 10.2.3, we see that to complete the proof of the equivariant
fundamental theorem, we must determine the equivariant weak homotopy type of PG.
This is accomplished by following the statement:
10.3.1. Proposition. There is an equivariant weak equivalence
DAfd(X ) Z=2 ∼P

G:
In particular; PG is an equivariant non-connective delooping of DA
fd(X ).
Using Proposition 10.3.1 and Corollary 10.2.3, we immediately obtain the main
theorem:
10.3.2. Theorem. There is an equivariant weak equivalence
DAfd(X × S1) Z=2 DAfd(X )×BDAfd(X )×DN−Afd(X )×DN+Afd(X );
such that ∼BDA
fd(X ) is equivariantly weak equivalent to DAfd(X ). The action of
Z=2 on the splitting permutes the nil-terms.
10.4. Thus it remains to prove Proposition 10.3.1. Recall that the equivariant map
|hDS.Pfd(G)| → PG
is a weak equivalence onto the connected component of the basepoint of PG. Conse-
quently, Proposition 10.3.1 is equivalent to the statement.
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10.4.1. Proposition. There is an equivariant weak equivalence
DAfd(X ) Z=2 ∼|hDS.Pfd(G)|
:
The proof of Proposition 10.4.1 will require some preparation.
10.5. Global sections (unequivariant). Recall from [1, 5.1] that the global sections func-
tor
; :P(G)→ C(G)
is de=ned by
(Y−; Y; Y+) → CY− ∪Y− Y ∪Y+ CY+;
where CY− denotes the cone on Y−. It was shown in [1, Lemma 5:2] that ; maps
=nitely dominated objects to stably =nitely dominated objects. Consequently, ; yields
a map
; : |hS.Pfd(G)| → |hS.Csfd(G)|:
Since the suspension functor can be iterated, the map induced by inclusion |hS.Cfd(G)|
→ |hS.Csfd(G)| is a homotopy equivalence (cf. [1, Lemma 1:8(2)].
10.5.1. Lemma. The composite map
|hS.Pfd(G)| i→|hS.Pfd(G)| ;→|hS.Csfd(G)|
is a homotopy equivalence; where i denotes the structure map for the homotopy =ber
of the augmentation map.
Proof. By H/uttemann et al. [1, Corollary 7:6], there is a homotopy equivalence
 −1   0 : |hS.Cfd(G)|∼→|hS.Pfd(G)|
such that the composite
|hS.Cfd(G)| −1 0−−−→|hS.Pfd(G)| i−→|hS.Pfd(G)| ;→|hS.Csfd(G)|
is homotopic to the map induced by the suspension functor (cf. the discussion prior to
[1, Corollary 6:8]). But the suspension functor induces a weak equivalence [5, 1.6.2].
The result follows.
10.6. Global sections (equivariant). De=ne an involution preserving functor
;D : hDS.Pfd(G)→ hDS.Csfd(G)
by
(y; z; u) → (;(y); ;(z); u′):
Here, y=(Y−; Y; Y+), z=(Z+; Z; Z−) and u denotes =ltered duality pairing data. The
map u′ is induced by u.
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With respect to the left forgetful functor, ;D corresponds to ;. Hence, using Theorem
7.4.2 we obtain
10.6.1. Corollary. The composite
|hDS.Pfd(G)| i→|hDS.Pfd(G)|;D→|hDS.Csfd(G)|
is an equivariant weak equivalence.
Proof of Proposition 10.4.1. By Corollary 10.6.1 and the discussion prior to Lemma
10.5.1, we have equivariant weak equivalences
|hDS.Pfd(G)|;D◦i−−→∼ |hDS.Csfd(G)|
∼←|hDS.Cfd(G)|:
Taking loop spaces, we obtain an equivariant weak equivalence
∼|hDS.Pfd(G)|
 Z=2 ∼|hDS.Cfd(G)|= : DA
fd(X ):
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